HAQQANI NETWORK FAMILY TREE

November 2011

ISMAIL HAQQANI
Killed during Afghan-Soviet War

IBRAHIM HAQQANI
Foreign financing, Liaison with foreign fighters, Negotiator/Intermediary

HAJI KHALIL HAQQANI
Foreign financing, High level commander

HAJI MALI KHAN
Brother of Zadran Wife, Detained Sep 27, 2011

ZADRAN WIFE
Killed Sep 8, 2008

JALALUDDIN HAQQANI

ARAB WIFE
Reportedly Kuwaiti or Yemeni with ties to the Saudi Royal Family, Lives in UAE

MOHAMMAD HAQQANI
Religious Student, Killed Feb 18, 2011

QARI YAHYA
AKA "Yahya"

MOHAMMAD OMAR HAQQANI
Commander in Paktia, Killed July 2010

BASEERUDDIN HAQQANI
Low level commander

BADRUDDIN HAQQANI
Chief of operations, AKA "Kalifa" & "Salahuddin", Head of the Haqqani network

SIRAJUDDIN HAQQANI
Aka "Khalifa" & "Salahuddin", Head of the Haqqani network

NASIRUDDIN HAQQANI
Foreign financing & translator, Detained Dec 24, 2010

NASIR AHMED HAQQANI

UNKNOWN SON

ISHAQ HAQQANI
Likely son of Ibrahim Haqqani

ABDUL UR-RAHMAN ZADRAN
Cousin of Jalaluddin, AKA "Abdurrehman", A commander in Paktia

SAIFULLAH HAQQANI
Cousin of Sirajuddin, A commander in Afghanistan, Killed Sep 14, 2010

GHAZI KHAN
Brother-in-Law of Jalaluddin, Soviet era commander
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